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The following pages contain additional resources and information provided by our speaker for your continued study and enrichment.
Session 3
A Time to Be Careful?

DEUTERONOMY 8:11-18

- The Strange Command to be Careful (Verse 11)
- It's Not about Culture; It's about Ourselves
- A Major Lesson from Another Promised Land in Acts 2:42-47
- Back to the Basics
- 4X Factor in Evangelism (More in Session 4)
- The Revival of Corporate Prayer
- A Reminder from 1970 and Others
- Who Will Not Return?
- The Cultural Christians
- 20% of Our Members
- Those You Do Not Invite (InviteYourOne.com)
Session 3  
**A Time to Be Careful?**

- Those You Do Not Welcome
- A Simple Reminder about Websites
- A Time to Throw Caution to the Wind

_Deuteronomy 8:11-18_